


CIRCLES+LINES IN NEUTRAL
Def 8.1.1: Givena pointO and a positive real number r, the circle
with centre O and radius r is defined to be the setofall
points Pst. the distance from 0 to Pis r.
In symbols:((0,r):EP1OP=3

·O

The number v is called theradiusofthe circle, P

butoften the segment of is a regress tor as well.

Def 8.1.2:LetCC0,r) bea circle. Achord of CC0,r) is a segment
joining two points Pand Q on CCO,r).Two points Pand Q on (10,r)
are saidto be antipodal points if4*0*Q. In case P and Q are

-

antipodal points, the cord PC is called a diameter of the circle
·
Q · Q

P O ⑧

Chordt ⑧ ⑧
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P

Def 8.1.3:Points A stOACrare said to be inside the circle (0,r)
while points Bst OBJr are outside the sircle

Thrm 8. 1.4: If U is a circle and I is a line, then the number
of points in U11 is 0,1 or 2.

Def 8.1.5: Aline I is a tangentto circle if I intersect5 in
exactly onepoint. IfP is the pointatwitch I intersect, then
we say thatI is tangentto WatP.AsegmentAB is said to be
tangentto a circle to if AB is containd in a line thatis tangend
to 0 and the pointof tangency is an interior pointofEB.

Def 8.1.):A line I is asacantline for circle ( ifI intersects
8 in two distinct points.



Thim 8.1.7 StangentLineThrm):Let t be a line, U=CC0,r) a
circle,and I a point of618. The line t is a tangentto the
circle atthe pointP if and only ifopIt.

Thrm 8.1.8:If U is a circle and t is a tangent line, then everypoint
of t except for P is outside J.

Thrm 8.1.9 (Secant LineThim):If U =CC0,r) is a circle and 1 is
a secantline thatintersects ( atdistinct points P and Q, then
0 lies on the perpendicular bisector of the chord Fa

Thrm 8.1.10:IfU is a circle and I is a secant line thatIintersects
U atpoints P and Q, then every pointon the interior ofIQ is

inside U and everypointof1-FG is outside PQ.

Thim 8.1. 11 (Elementary Circular Continuity):If U is a circle and
I is a line st 1 contains a pointAthatis inside U and

a PointB thatis outside 8, then I is a secant line for 8

Corollary 8.1.12:If isa circle and I isa line so I contains
a pointAthatis inside U, then 1 is a secantline for U.

Def 8.1.14:Two circles Un=C101,r,) and U2 =C102, v2) are tangents
If UUs consists ofexactly one point.

Thim 8.1.15 (Tangent CirclesThrm):If the crcleU=C10n,r,) and
U2 =102,r2) are tangents at4, then the centers on and O2 are distigt
and three points 07, O2 andPare collinear.
Furthermore, the circles share a common tangent line atP.



CIRCLES+TRIANGLES IN NEUTRAL GEOMETRY
Def U.2.1:A circle thatcontains all three vertices ofthe triangle WABC
is said to circumscribe the triangle.The circle is called the
circumscircle and the center is called the circumcenter ofthe triangle
If a triangle has a circumcircle, we say the triangle can be
circumbscribed

Thim 8.2.2 (Circumscribed CircleThrm):Atriangle can be circumscribed
if and only ifthe perpendicular bisectors ofthe sides ofthe triangle
are concurrent. If a triangle can be circumscribed, then the circumcenter
and the circuncircle are unique.

Thrm 8.2.3:The Euclidian Parallel Post, is equivelant to the assertion
that every triangle can be circumscribed

thrm 8.2.4:If the Euclidean Parallel Postholds, then every triangle
can be circumscribed.

Corollary 8.2.5:In Euclidean geo.The three perpendicular bisector ofthe sides
ofany triangleare conqurrent andmeetatthe circumcenter of the triangle

Thrm 8.2.6:If the Euclidean Parallel Post. fails then thereexists a triangle that
cannotbecircumscribed (Hyperbolic)

Def 8.2.7:LetDABI beatriangle.Acrche (CO,r) is called the inscribed circle for WABC
if each ofthesegments AB, IC and IC is tangentto clo,r).The centre ofthe inscribed
circle is called the intercentre ofthe triangle

Thrm 8.2.8 (Inscribed CrirleThrm):Every triangle has a unique inscribed circle.Thebisectors
ofthe interior angles in any triangle are concurrentand the pointofconcurrency
is the incentre ofthe triangle.



Def 8. 2.9:Fix an integer nt3.SupposeP,P2, ...,on are a distigtpoints it nothree
points are collinear.Suppose further thatany two segments,Ps,...,Pnn and
in are either disjoint or share anendpoint. If those conditions are satisfied, the
pointsP,P2, ...,a determine a polygon. The Polygon isdefined to be a union of the
segments itz,ez,..Pn and is denoted by PyPz...Pn

In symbols:PyP2...Pr=PzUPsU...UPn-Pn uP1

Def 8.2.10:ApolygonP,P2: : Pn is a regularpolygon if all the segments are conqurent
to each other and all the angles are congurrent to each other.

Dey 8.2.11:A polygon PP2...In is said to be inscribed in the circle if all the
vertices of PPz...In lie on U.

Thrm 8.2.12:Lel U bea circle andby a pointon U.Foreach n=3 there isa

regular polygon 4P2. . In inscribed in U.



CIRCLES IN EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
Thrm 8.3.1:LetLABC bea triangle and let Mbe the midpointofEB. If AM =MC,
then XACB isa right angle.

Corollary 8.3.2:If the vertices oftriangle ABC lie on a circle andAB is a diameter
of thatcircle, thenACBisa rightangle.

Thrm 8.3.3:Let ABCbeatriangleandletMbe themidpointofAI. IfABC is a
rightangle,then AM=MC.

corollary 8.34: If ABC is a rightangle, thenB is a diameter ofthe circlethat
circumscribes WABC

Thrm 8.3.5 (the 30-60-90 Thrm):If the interior angles in triangle ABC measure
300,600and 90%, then the length oftheside opposite the300 angle is one half
of the length of the hypotenuse.

Thrm 0.3.6 (Converse to the 30-60-90) If WABC is a righttriangle so the length
ofone leg is one-halfthe length of the hypotenuse, then the interior angles
ofthe triangles measure 30%60% and 90°

Thim 0.3.9 (Central AngleThrm):The measure ofan inscribed angle foracircle is one
half the measure ofthe corresponding central angle.

corollary 0.3.10 CInscribed AngleThrm):If two inscribed angles interceptthesame
arc, then the angles are congruent.

Thrm 8.3.12:the powerof a points is well defined;that is, the same value is
obtained regardless of witch line I is used in the definition as long as the
line has one pointofintersection with the circle.



THE CARTESIAN MODEL
Point:an ordered pair of realnumbers (x,y)

Line:a particular typeof setofpoints.
↳ For each triple ofrealnumbers a,b,c with aandb notboth 0 there
is a line I defined ( =[(x,y) lax+by+c =03

Distance:Defined by the usual formula. LetA=(x, y1) and let
B=(X2,2).The distancefrom AtoB:

AB=V(X+- xc)2+(yx-yz)2

Half-plane:if I isa line defined by:axtby+c=0. Half-plane determined
by 1:H1 =3(x,y)lax+ by+c>03
and H2 =[(x,y)/ax+by+03

Anglemeasure:the inverse tangent function:
arctan X= SoI'd

Equation for two nonverticallines,write in the form
y
=

m,x+by and y
=max+b2

If moma: -1, then the lines areperpendicular.
otherwise, the smaller angle between them has measure

(10) arctan (my-me1 +m1Mz
the measure ofthe larger angle between the two lines are obtained by
subtracting the value above from 180°



POINCARE DISK MODEL
Fix a circle U in the Euclidean plane.

↳In Cartesian model take tobethe circleof radius 1 centered atthe origen.
Point:Is a Euclidean point insider -

·BoB
Line:Two ways of interpretation:

7 ↳
6) Aline is a open diameter ofU. Startswith a Euclidean line
I thatpasses through the centre ofU. The associated Poincare line
consists of all thepoints on thatare inside U

·)A line thatstarts with a Euclidean circle thatis orthogonal to U. The
associated Poincare line consists ofallthe points on thatlie inside U

Half-Plane:let mbea line in the model.
1 If m is a line of the firstkind then it is determined bya suclidean
line I thatpasses trough the centre ofU. There are two halfplanes
determined by 1.The Poincarehalf-planes determinedby in
are defined to be theintersections ofthe Euclidean half-planes
with the interior of U.

·)In case m is determined bythe Euclidean circle, we define the
&

halfplane determined by into bethe intersection of the interior
and exterior of with the interior ofV.

Angle measure:Points on either type ofPoincareline have a natural notion
ofbetweenness thatis inherited from Euclidean geometry.
We will assume this definition ofbetweenness and rays are defined in
Poincaredish model. Two Poincarerays determine two Euclidean tangent
rays and we define the measure oftheangle between thePoincarerays tobe
the measure ofthe Euclidean angle between the tangent rays.

..



Conformal model: 8 Ae

Two models are conformal

Triangles:The angles have smaller measure than the angles is
would have in a Euclidean triangle, the triangle has positive
defect.

Distance.LetA andis be district points in the model. If AandB lie on
the diameter of 1, then defineP and abe the endpoints ofthe diameter
If A andi do not lie on a diameter, then there is a unique Euclidean
circle that contains the two points and is perpendicular to r.
Let P and Qbe two points atwitch intersects I

8 ·P1

to
A.
P Pand Qare points on 2 and therefore not points in the

Poincaredisk model ofhyperbolic geometry. Points on I

Bo Biod are called ideal points for themodel and can be thoughtof
asbeing infinitly far from any ordinary points ofthe model.

Def 11.2.1:Define distance from A to B by d(A,B) =(In([AB,PQJII,
where [AB,PQ) is the cross ratio.
[AB,PGT is defined by:[AB,PQ]= (AP)(BA), and also

(AQ)(BP)
[BA,PQJ =1 -[AB,QPJ.It follows that d is symetric in the

[AB,PQ]
sense thatd(B,Al:1 In ([BA,PQ]) =m([AB,pQ]) =d(AB)



Various Parallel lines inPoincaredisk model:

z m3
2

M2 m
⑨ ↳

M1 T
·

l l

multiple parallel lines a common prependicular
through apoint. segment.

r U
·
P m

l

l

two limiting parallel Asymptotically
rays from P parallel lines


